I. INTRODUCTION
Since their first demonstration, terahertz (THz) quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) underwent an unprecedented development. Lasing frequencies ranging from 1.2 to 5.4 THz 1,2 with individual active regions covering more than one octave in frequency for comb operation, 3 output powers up to 2.4 W in a pulsed 4 operation and 230 mW in a continuous-wave 5 operation, and a maximum operating temperature of 199.5 K 6 were reached. In recent years, several cavity concepts have been developed to provide the desired emission characteristics and beam shapes for spectroscopic and imaging applications. The resonator, structured in one dimension using distributed feedback (DFB) gratings 7 of an even or odd order, is used to create a single mode emission with a narrow far field, and wire lasers 8 provide a highly efficient cavity with low divergence. Two-dimensional texturing of the cavity in the shape of photonic crystals, 9 quasiperiodic Penrose, 10 or hyperuniform patterns 11 provides control of the lasing modes and subsequently of the emission properties. By carefully designing grating parameters and periodicity, a specific optical mode with the desired characteristics can be selected. Recently, several reports demonstrated the application of random feedback mechanisms. Disordered arrays of dielectric, metallic and etched air hole pillars were applied to electrically injected lasers and led to a multimode emission over a large bandwidth with a collimated far field [12] [13] [14] and low-spatial coherence. These emission properties can be exploited for speckle-free imaging applications. 15, 16 Also, physical phenomena like the Anderson localization of light can be observed 17 in the systems with a random feedback mechanism. Understanding the multiple scattering feedback mechanisms is necessary for the further development of these cavity concepts. However, an accurate analysis of the mode formation process inside random cavities using finite element or finite difference time domain methods is challenging. Nonlinear effects 18 including spatial hole burning 19 and gain competition between individual cavity modes cannot be taken into account due to the required huge computational effort. An experimental investigation of the frequency range of the random laser feedback mechanism is challenging since the observed emission spectrum presents only the modes with the lowest loss (the highest mode Q-factor). In this paper, we want to address the following two questions: (1) What is the bandwidth of the multiple scattering feedback mechanism, and is it frequency selective? (2) Are modes in semiconductor random lasers formed by multiple-photon scattering? To answer these questions, we decouple the active region and the optical resonator. This enables the study of the bandwidth of the feedback mechanism without influence from nonlinear effects like gain competition. Separately, we study the crucial scattering strength of the multiplephoton scattering using active laser devices. In combination, our results allow a better understanding of the feedback mechanism which is important for the development of improved random laser cavities in order to optimize the feedback efficiency over a broad spectral range, leading to a source with a low-spatial coherence.
II. BANDWIDTH OF RANDOM RESONATORS
The bandwidth of the feedback depends on the resonator geometry. By calculating the two-dimensional Fourier transformation, the Fourier space jϵ(k)j containing the supported k-vectors of a geometry is determined. As depicted in Fig. 1 , an ordered structure, here in the shape of a lattice [ Fig. 1(a) ], supports discrete k-vectors [ Fig. 1(b) ]. For active laser devices, such a structure therefore supports discrete, selected modes only. If the structure has no underlying order but consists of an arrangement of randomly placed scatterers [ Fig. 1(c) ], the Fourier space contains a quasicontinuous k-space [ Fig. 1(d) ]. Therefore, an active structure supports quasi-continuously all modes within the feedback bandwidth. However, as seen in Fig. 1(d) , this k-space is not infinite but limited by the shape of the scatterers. To study the influence of the scatterer radius, we calculate jϵ(k)j for an ensemble of scatterers with random, but fixed positions and varied scatter radii. As depicted in Fig. 2 , a small (r ¼ 5 μm) radius leads to continuous, broadly distributed Fourier components. With increasing scatter radius, the bandwidth and the homogeneity of the distribution decrease, while the maximum values of the occurring Fourier components increase. In the case of r ¼ 15 μm, pronounced lobes indicate a frequency selectivity due to the condition of no spatial overlap of the scatterers. Since a frequency nonselective feedback mechanism requires both broad and continuous and, at the same time sufficiently strong, k-values, a radius of 10 μm represents a good trade-off. To investigate the bandwidth of resonator structures experimentally, we investigate passive gold surfaces in transmission geometry in two ways: first, using a Fourier transformation infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and second, by time domain spectroscopy (TDS). By using the FTIR, we obtain information of spectrally resolved transmission over a spectral range of 1-6 THz with a resolution of 0:075 cm À1 . However, since we use the internal globar as the illumination source, the low signal-to-noise ratio does not allow a detailed resolution of occurring features in the spectrum but gives an overview of occurring resonances. To overcome this problem, we investigate the spectral range of interest, which contains the transmission features of ordered arrangements, using a TDS system that offers a better signal-to-noise ratio from 0.5 to 3.5 THz and time gating that prevents the detection of multiple reflections. The probing THz radiation (from 85 to 600 μm) is emitted by a large area photoconductive antenna, 20, 21 excited at 780 nm, and recorded via electro-optic-detection 22, 23 at 1560 nm. Both beams are provided by a custom MENLO femtosecond laser system with a twocolor output (1560 and 780 nm). TDS is ideally suited for these measurements since it allows the distinction of direct transmission from multiple reflections at the sample interfaces. The samples, patterned gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrates, are fabricated by standard optical lithography, Au layer deposition, and a lift-off process. We fabricate three different samples consisting of subwavelength holes, with a diameter of 20 μm, arranged in square, hexagonal, and random geometries [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The overall sample area hereby exceeds the focal beam spot by at least a factor of two to prevent any effect from the boundaries of the patterned structure. In contrast to double-metal structures that completely block all radiation, the measurement of thin gold layers allows the determination of spectrally resolved transmission. Although active devices, fabricated in double-metal waveguides, show a three-dimensional geometry, results of two-dimensional models are in good approximation. 24 For periodic surfaces of subwavelength apertures, we expect the phenomenon of extraordinary optical transmission (EOT), 25 which yields frequency dependent transmission features determined by the array period. The EOT phenomena are linked to surface plasmons (SPs), oscillations of surface charges, which can be present on both sides of the metallic interface and must obey momentum conservation. The wavelength for a SPP on a flat metal-dielectric interface is given by where the wavelength of the excitation light in vacuum is and where the dielectric permittivities of the metal and dielectric are, respectively. In the case of a rectangular lattice, the Bragg-condition for resonance is given by k SPP ¼ 2π
, where a and b are the x and y direction periodicities of the array and i and j are the whole number resonance orders along the x and y directions. For the given geometries, the frequencies of the GaAs-metal SPs, taking into account n GaAs ¼ 3:6 according to Ref. 26 , correspond to 1.81 THz for the square (a ¼ 46 μm) lattice for the first order resonance under normal incidence. In Fig. 3 , the spectrally resolved transmission obtained by FTIR and TDS is shown. As a reference for FTIR measurements, transmission data from GaAs without structured gold are included in the plots. The transmission is geometry dependent: Circles with a diameter of 20 to   FIG. 2 . Influence of the scatter radius. The Fourier spaces jϵ(k)j of arrangements with fixed positions and varying scatter radii are depicted. With increasing scatter radius, the bandwidth and the homogeneity decrease, while the maximum values of the occurring Fourier component increases. To achieve frequency nonselective but strong feedback, a radius of 10 μm was selected for active devices.
FIG. 3.
(a) Schematic of prepared samples for measurements: square, hexagonal, and random patterned gold on the undoped GaAs substrate. The random pattern is created using a random number generator with the condition of no spatial overlap of the individual scattering centers, measured using an FTIR and a THz time domain spectroscopy setup. (b) and (c) Transmission of structured gold on undoped GaAs using the FTIR: periodic structures with peaks in the transmission spectra at corresponding plasmon frequencies for hexagonal lattice (red) and square lattice (green). The reference spectrum of unpatterned GaAs is depicted in black. Absorption lines originate from H 2 0 inside the beam path/FTIR. (d) and (e) Transmission of structured gold on undoped GaAs using TDS: Transmission spectra of periodic and random structures can be normalized to a GaAs reference due to higher S/N ratio. The spectra show resonances for ordered structures and a flat transmission response for random structures.
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Bethe's theory for an infinitely thin perfect conductor. 27 However, real surfaces have a finite height and may deviate from perfect conductivity, which can result in higher transmission intensities and directionality. 28 Our measurements confirm the assumptions about the transmission behavior of structured and random pattern: Ordered structures exhibit the phenomenon of EOT with discrete peaks in the transmission spectrum, while a randomly arranged pattern manifests in a flat, nonfrequency selective response. Therefore, one can exclude that lasing spectra from active devices are not dominated by cavity inherited features but provide a spectrum corresponding only to the gain of the active region. Consequently, this feedback mechanism is applied to active devices.
III. MULTIPLE SCATTERING FOR RANDOM LASING
To investigate the mechanisms of the mode formation process induced by multiple scattering in THz QC random lasers, we have fabricated devices with double-metal waveguide geometries. In these waveguides, the active region is enclosed between two gold layers, which guide the mode and serve as electrical contacts. The necessary scattering for random lasing is implemented in two ways: (1) structuring the top gold electrode with a random pattern of circular openings, which leads to weak scattering and (2) etching cylindrical holes through the whole active region to strengthen the scattering [ Fig. 4(a) left and right panels, respectively]. Both types of scattering rely on changes in the refractive index at the openings and the etched holes. To demonstrate the importance of the scattering strength, 3D finite element method calculations to solve Maxwell's equation were performed. The same scattering configuration was simulated twice: once with structured top gold layer ("top gold") and once with perforated active region ("etched"), and the mode with the lowest effective loss α ¼ 2πnν cQ factor , with refractive index n, frequency ν, quality factor Q, and speed of light c, was selected. The results are depicted in Fig. 4(b) : both simulations result in modes with similar field distribution; however, stronger scattering, due to a larger difference in refractive index, leads to a lower loss of the mode. For the simulations and experimental devices, the positions of the scattering centers are selected using a random number generator with the condition of no spatial overlap of holes. To study lasing based on feedback by multiple scattering for these two different structures, an active region sensitive to optical losses is used. 29 It consists of a threewell structure based on the GaAs=Al x Ga 1Àx As material system [see Fig. 4 (c)] with 195 cascades which result in an active region thickness of 12:5 μm. To achieve high temperature operation, the active region has high barriers (x ¼ 0:24) to suppress thermal leakage of the carriers and a diagonal optical transition to increase the upper-state lifetime. 29, 30 The diagonality of the optical transition can be expressed by the oscillator strength f ul , where a low oscillator strength describes a small overlap of the wave functions involved in the lasing transition. Photon-assisted tunneling in semiconductor heterostructures opens a current-carrying channel and is related to the optical transition rate W ul of the stimulated transition. It is therefore proportional to (f ul ) 2 . 31 The interplay between this photon-assisted tunneling current and nonradiative scattering processes is necessary for a stable operation of the QC structure. The very low oscillator strength f ul ¼ 0:22 of the used structure results in electrical instabilities, in the case of lossy resonators, which are described in detail in Ref. 32 . Comparable designs from Kumar et al. 30 and Fathololoumi et al. 6 have values of f ul ¼ 0:38 and f ul ¼ 0:47, respectively.
This new active region is ideally suited to study the mode confinement in the heterostructure, as too high losses reduce the photon density inside the cavity. This leads to a weaker role of the photon-assisted transport (via stimulated emission) of electrons through the quantum cascade heterostructure and the lasing threshold is shifted or cannot be reached at all. Only cavities providing feedback by multiple-photon scattering that is strong enough to compensate for losses introduced by the perturbation of the metalmetal waveguide will maintain a photon density high enough to stabilize the carrier transport. We use this feature to prove that modes formed inside the resonator geometries in Fig. 4(a) are indeed formed by multiple scattering and not just outcoupled radiation originating from whispering gallery modes of disk-shaped resonators. To probe the scattering strength, devices in disk shape with a diameter of 400 μm and a scatter diameter of 20 μm and with the same scattering configuration (same filling fraction and position of scatterers) are processed in two batches: one with a structured top gold electrode and one with cylindrical holes etched into the active region down to the bottom contact. With each batch, unstructured reference devices are processed to exclude processing related issues. The processed THz QCL chips are mounted into a flow cryostat and operated in the pulsed operation mode, using rectangular 1 μs long pulses with a repetition rate of 10 kHz (corresponding to 1% duty cycle). The light emitted from the QCLs is coupled to a FTIR via a collimating parabolic mirror. In Fig. 5(a) , Light-CurrentVoltage (L-I-V) characteristics of different cavities are compared. The unstructured device in disk shape(diameter 400 μm) emits from the rim and is depicted as a reference. The I-V curves demonstrate the robustness of QC active regions. The modification of the scattering strength is possible without deterioration of the gain. Devices with structured top gold electrode (weak scattering) and 8% filling fraction do not show lasing operation. This is due to the increased waveguide losses. However, devices with an 8% filling fraction, same scatter coordinates but etched pillars (strong scattering) exhibit a different behavior as the spectrum in Fig. 5(b) shows. Because of the large contrast between the refractive index of air and the GaAs heterostructure, etched pillars provide feedback which is strong enough to support modes with a sufficiently high Q-factor to allow laser operation. The multiple scattering at the etched holes enables strong mode confinement and allows the transition into the lasing regime. The results from devices with different types of scatterers directly show the influence of the scattering strength. In the case of etched pillars, the losses originating from the pillars and the opening of the top gold are compensated by the feedback provided by the multiple scattering. We therefore conclude that the modes of random lasers are indeed influenced and formed by the multiple scattering when the scatterers are placed randomly. In Fig. 5(b) , the spectrum of the lasing modes covers a bandwidth of approx. 350 GHz. In comparison, the QCL device with unstructured disk emits at frequencies corresponding to whispering gallery modes which are spaced by 30 GHz and covers approx. 100 GHz spectral range. In the case of the random laser devices, we exclude whispering gallery modes, since the holes cover the entire resonator surface and force the modes to scatter. Furthermore, different scatter positions lead to different spectra. 14 We conclude that the spectral limitations in the case of the random pattern originate from the used active region and not from the resonator design.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the feedback mechanism by multiple scattering at randomly placed scatterers. We have demonstrated the influence of the radius of the individual scatterers. We find that the radius must be chosen correctly to get reasonable feedback strength while maintaining a large bandwidth. Experimentally, we have investigated the bandwidth and frequency selectivity of different cavity geometries by measuring the spectrally resolved transmission through test structures. We find a frequency nonselective, flat response for random arrangements. In contrast, ordered structures in hexagonal or square lattice show distinct transmission features. We have fabricated active lasing devices and probed the scattering strength of different types of scatterers. Due to the used waveguide concept and a specific active region, we can determine the origin of the lasing modes. We demonstrate that all outcoupled modes are the result of multiplephoton scattering in a random resonator. In conclusion, we answer two fundamental questions concerning the applied multiple scattering feedback mechanism. It is perfectly suited for broadband emission due to its frequency nonselective nature. By carefully designing the shape of the scatterer, the feedback strength can be adjusted. Finally, we confirm that lasing spectra from active random lasers devices are not dominated by cavity inherited features but depend on the gain characteristics of the active region and the scattering strength. Both findings are important for the further development of broadband lasers. For applications in imaging and spectroscopy, the increase of the lasing bandwidth is desired. This can be achieved by realizing broadband active regions and by designing advanced scattering patterns with different geometries and scattering strength.
